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LOCATION:
Sheet includes shoreline from Igushik River to Snake River.

SURVEY METHODS:
At the time that the survey of the shoreline was commenced no data was available for the construction of a projection. Therefore a sheet was laid out by plotting stations Igushik and several hydrographic signals by distances and angles obtained from triangle computation. These signals were used for the control of the topography. Shoreline in full line done by plane table. Broken line sketched in from notes and tangents.

FEATURES SHOWN:
Besides the shoreline, bluffs and culture are shown.

NATURE OF COAST:
Shore line is regular. Country is all low adjacent to the water. There are several bluffs on the west shore of the Snake River which are about 50 feet high. The first one is at the mouth of the river and the second one is a short interval further up. These bluffs are the highest points on the sheet.
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